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ABSTRACT

Robotic systems nowadays are all around us and interact in many aspects such as homeowners use robotic vacuums in their homes. However, a push needed to make these systems more and more interactive with humans. The complexity of the robot controller might be one of the boundaries between the robot interactions with human. An assistive robot with an Android phone controller needed since smart phones nowadays are used almost by everyone. This assistive robot controller does not require much effort from the user, just needs moving a finger to control them. This project uses SolidWorks and Processing in the software development phase. The IOIO board has been applied as a main controller to run the system as an embedded system, and integrate the android application with the assistive robot. The communication has been established using the standard 0 dBm radio Bluetooth with range of 10 meters radius. The joint have a good desired tracking with less than 1% error. Finally the aim of this project, which is a user friendly smart phone application to monitor and control the assistive robot has been developed.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Robotic systems nowadays are all around us and interact in many aspects of our everyday lives. For example, many homeowners use robotic vacuums in their homes. Robotic components are used to assemble the cars that many of us drive. However, a push needed to make these systems more and more interactive with humans. Interaction with real people is a difficult task, and much more complex than the simple, monotonous behaviours most robots perform today. Assistive technologies such as those to help the elderly require a delicate, refined process, simplicity and easy visualization in order to gain more popularity.

In this project a smart phone controller will have a CAD model which has the same parameters as the designed RC servo robot arm, the robot arm will move as the CAD model move and vice versa.

The IOIO is a board that provides a host machine the capability of interfacing with external hardware over a variety of commonly used protocols. The original IOIO board has been specifically designed to work with Android devices. The IOIO board can be connected to its host over USB or Bluetooth, and provides a high-level Java API on the host side for using its I/O functions as if they were an integral part of the client[1].

Processing is software to make images, animations, and interactions used the sketching with code concept. The idea of sketching with code is to write a single line of code, and have a circle show up on the screen. Add a few more lines of code, and the circle follows the mouse. Another line of code and the circle changes color when the mouse is pressed[2].
Virtual reality is the digital-generated simulation of a two or three-dimensional image or environment that can be interacted with in a seemingly real or physical way by a user using computer or any electronic devices.

Combination of IOIO board and Processing will be done to achieve the monitoring and controlling process. IOIO board for the I/O interface, such as digital input, digital output, analog read, analog write and I²C. Processing is an android game development kit will be used to design the CAD model.

1.1 Problem statement

Number of patients keeps increasing every year due to more disease nowadays. The duty of the nurse also keeps increasing. Patients who cannot move their arm need a nurse to feed them. Unfortunately nurse sometimes is very busy to serve all the patients in the hospital. This issue cannot be solved without help from other parties such as involvement of the assistive robot. Therefore, a robot is needed in order to assist the nurse serve the patients. However, the normal robot is complex and very difficult to control the movement, since more training is needed before operate this type of robot. On the other hand Smart phones nowadays are used almost by everyone. Therefore, in this study a combination of smart phone and assistive robot will be developed to overcome this problem. This assistive robot does not require the patients more than moving a finger to assist them.

1.2 Aim and objectives

The aim of this project is to make a user friendly smart phone application to monitor and control the robot arm. In order to achieve the aim there are three objectives need to be done.

- Design an RC assistive servo robot arm in a practical environment.
- Design a user friendly smart phone controller for the RC servo assistive robot arm.
Monitor and control the assistive robot arm through the smartphone application.

1.3 Scope

The scopes of the project as outline below:

1.3.1 Hardware:

- RC servo robot arm.
- Android IOIO board.
- 6 channels servo motor driver.

1.3.2 Software:

- Android SDK development tools.
- Processing Android for game development.
- SolidWorks for the robot arm design.

The robot arm will be connected with the smartphone application using a USB cable or Bluetooth.
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter presents the current navigation technologies with an overview of IR sensors detecting processing. The details in robot design is discussed in this chapter and followed by the details of the creating a virtual reality of the real robot.

2.1 Servo arm robot design

In [1] six servo arm structure designed, it has 6-DOF robot arm movements. It uses three pieces of 13 kg torque metal gear, a 3.2 kg, for the first three joints because it will have a higher load compared with the rest of the joints, two pieces of 2.3 kg of servo for the joints closer to the end effector, and some sophisticated combination of aluminum alloy processing components. The robot arm is mainly 390 mm length, use 32-way controller to control the operation of arm action.

Figure 2.1: six-servo robot arm
In [3] the robot arm joints are typically actuated by electrical motors. The servo motors were chosen, since the encoders are included which automatically provide feedback to the motors and adjust the position accordingly. However, the disadvantage stated of these motors is that the rotation range of these motors is less than 180° span, which greatly decreases the work space of the arm and the possible positions.

The qualifications of servo motors were selected based on the maximum torque required by the structure and possible loads.
2.2 The IOIO board

In [4] the IOIO Board is used as direct extension of the Android device. Therefore, the board used as the MicroBridge approach, it was connected to the device as USB host, but it did not featured a user programmable microcontroller CPU. The onboard PIC CPU has a fixed firmware. The idea was to control the boards IO ports directly via the Android host. In order to use the powerfulness Java API provided. With that API, it was easy to directly access the board’s general I/O pins or any dedicated communication pins for e.g. SPI, I2C and Serial communication. Internally, it also stacks upon the ADB protocol and a virtual TCP connection. To connect the Android host to NXT components, the IOIO approach is the most general one to connect any electrically interfaced hardware, actuator or sensor, to Android. The system implemented as shown in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: The system startup diagram
In [5] a person operates the android device with an established connection to the IOIO board. A signal is generated against each button which represents specific movements. These signals are attended by a specific PIC on the IOIO board which is directly connected to the input manipulations in this data using different scaling factors through programming and controls the direction and speed of port of 89C51 microcontroller. This digital data is fed in a microcontroller, which performs several manipulations in this data using different scaling factors through programming and controls the direction and speed of motors which results in the motion of robotic arm.

Figure 2.4: Block Diagram of Complete System
2.3 Virtual reality based robots

In [6] the advantages of mechanics simulation based on game engine discusses, introduces the physics engine technology in detail and emphasizes on showing how to use the game engine to simulate mechanical devices.

The virtual device can run very well. Still, it can’t interact with it in real time. So a necessary variety of interactive functions add to the model. Here's a switch design for the device. Users can hold it to turn on or turn off the machine at run time. Figure 2.5 shows the final simulation drawing. When the switch is turned on, the wheel will rotate. When it is turned off, the wheel will stop rotating.

Figure 2.5: virtual reality simulation
In [7] the Karma physics engine was used to simulate interactions among solid objects such as crates, tires or bones, as well as different joints, motors or springs that make up mechanical objects. It provides physics modelling, rigidbody dynamics with constraints and collision detection.

The robot dynamics simulation is greatly simplified by the Unreal engine’s vehicle class which uses the Karma engine’s Car wheel Constraint joint A vehicle is made of a chassis, one or more wheels and the joints that connect the wheels to the chassis. The wheel rotates about its rolling or hinge axis; the chassis travels along the suspension direction and the wheels steer about the steering axis. The vehicle is driven by a motor whose output torque is provided by interpolating along its Torque-Spinspeed curve.

The proximity sensor modelling was modelled by the entity in Unreal has a vector representing its location as a triple: X-coordinate, Y-coordinate, and Z-coordinate. The Trace function will trace a line through the environment and return a reference to the first object the line collides with being it a wall, another entity, or some other obstruction. The location data returned can be manipulated in much the same way sonar data is.

Several specialized graphics packages, 3D Studio Max and NuGraf were used to speed development, the lion’s share of the work was done using tools provided with a low cost video game on the conventional personal computer.
In[8] The Open Dynamics Engine (ODE) used which is an open source, high performance library for simulating rigid body dynamics. It is a fully featured, stable, mature and independent platform with an easy to use C/C++ API. It has advanced joint types and integrated collision detection with friction.

ODE is useful for simulating vehicles, objects in virtual reality environments and virtual creatures. It is currently used in many computer games, 3D authoring tools and simulation tools.

The graphical model consists of a set of 3D objects modelled using 3D Studio and imported into the XVR development environment where they are managed using the XVR scene graph.

The modelled objects are: the billiard table, the cue, the billiard balls and the skittles. An example of billiards with five skittles has been implemented.

XVR provides classes for the lighting, shading and observation point (virtual camera) management; in addition, it allows the user to superimpose 2D text onto the scene and this functionality is used in order to provide the user with messages about the system conditions, working modality and error states. Figure 2.6 shows the game simulation of the billiard.

![Figure 2.6: The game simulation](image-url)
In [9] a research into an interface between industry robots and Virtual Reality systems and creates a virtual robot for robot arm simulation, control language conversion, physical communication, robot networking and teleportation control.

The main objective of this project was to combine VR and robot technology for system testing, to establish VR based simulation workshop for defining and checking robot arm movement trajectory, in order to eliminate the chance of potential collisions.

A robot executes the defined task in the workspace by replicating operator’s movements in the virtual workspace.

![Figure 2.7: Virtual robot workspace](image)

Figure 2.7: Virtual robot workspace
In [10] the virtual reality teleoperation system was made up of data glove and stereoscopic glasses combine together with virtual reality software. The virtual robot was controlled by an operator using a data glove to complete task, the virtual robot is the agent of real robot, and thus the control to the real robot is carried out by controlling the virtual robot. Every movement of the virtual robot is transmitted to the real robot, so that the virtual robot and the real robot always move synchronously.

![Virtual reality robot teleoperation system](image)

**Figure 2.8: Virtual reality robot teleoperation system**

The virtual robot is set up using UG, for validating whether the model is similar to the real robot or not. After the experimental results were proved that the model is very similar to the real robot. The environment scene is set up using 3Dmax. EON was selected as virtual reality software for its simple and convenient operation.
CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter describes the methodology employed into account for this project. It begins with analysing the project workflow, followed by hardware and software system design.

3.1 Project workflow

This project involves both software development and hardware design and construction, in this project the designed arm robot will react according to the input from the android phone in order to achieve the objectives, the project workflow is shown in Figure 3.1.

There are several tools, which have to be mastered in order to produce the complete system. This comprises SolidWorks and Processing use the Java programming language in the software development phase. The IOIO board has been applied as a main controller to run the system as an embedded system, and integrate the android application that has been designed with the hardware design.

The project workflows continue with analysing the data, developing the complete prototype and test it on real life applications. The process is repeated until the most successful and best prototype is obtained. For the programming work, Java Programming was used to create the android application in order to control and monitor the robot arm. In order to verify the results obtained from the design.
Figure 3.1: The project workflow
The system architecture of the project shown in Figure 3.2, the robot arm will move according to the user’s phone model, the process of controlling the motor will be all through the Android API. Therefore, the faster the phone processor the faster process and response, the higher the phone memory the more complex system can be done.

### 3.2 Hardware Design and Construction

The robot arm shown in Figure 3.3 has 5 DOF (degree of freedom), two on the shoulder, one on the elbow and two on the wrist. This is a very common configuration, but it can replicate an important portion of the manipulative abilities of the human arm when performing table top manipulation. All joints are driven by series servos connected over PWM pins. All the links and the base of this robot are...
designed using SolidWorks and created using 3D printer machine. The material has been used is ABS.

Figure 3.3: The assembled robot arm design
3.2.1 G15 servo motor

G15 servo motor is a smart half-duplex serial servo which incorporates gear reducer. G15 provides $360^\circ$ endless turn control with resolution up to $0.33^\circ$. It allows daisy chain connection to multiple servos to create a servo network on a single line and comes with over temperature and over torque protection to prevent damage to the servo. The block diagram of the G15 servo motor shown in Figure 3.4.

![Figure 3.4: The G15 block diagram](image)

3.2.2 G15 driver

It's a Half-Duplex Communication converter board. It converts UART duplex communication to half-duplex single line communication required to move the servo motor the desired position or read the actual position of the servomotor. Figure 3.5 shows the serial servo motor driver used.

![Figure 3.5: G15 serial servo driver](image)
The circuit shown in Figure 3.6 converts the UART communication lines to G15 DATA line. The UART-TX and UART-RX shown in the circuit is connected to controller’s UART pin of TX and RX respectively.

![Figure 3.6: The serial servo driver circuit](image)

### 3.2.3 Robot arm inverse kinematics

The position given by using the Cartesian coordinate system. Each motor will have a specific function: the motor for the base rotation position the final element in the $y$ axis, the motors for the forearm and arm positions the final element in the $x$ and $z$ axis. Therefore, $x$-$z$ plane was used to simplify calculation of the joint angles ($\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$) as shown in Figure 3.7.
Using trigonometric relations, the joint angles are determined, as follows.

\[
\theta_0 = \arctan\left(\frac{y}{x}\right) \quad (3.1)
\]

\[
\theta_1 = \arctan\left(\frac{z}{x}\right) + \arccos\left(\frac{a^2-b^2+x^2+z^2}{2ax\sqrt{x^2+z^2}}\right) \quad (3.2)
\]

\[
\theta_2 = 180° - \arccos\left(\frac{a^2+b^2-x^2-z^2}{2axb}\right) \quad (3.3)
\]

The base rotation is going to use \(\theta_0\) and the two motors going to use \(\theta_1\) and \(\theta_2\) as shown in Figure 3.7.

### 3.2.4 Payload

Figure 4.1 shows the force diagram used to calculate the maximum load of the robotic arm. The calculations were carried out the first joint which has the largest load. The weight of the motors has been included in this calculation.
Figure 3.8: Force diagram of the robot arm

\[
\sum M_A = -L(l_{AB} + l_{BC} + l_{CD}) - W_c \left( l_{AB} + l_{BC} + \frac{l_{CD}}{2} \right) - W_{\text{motor}} (l_{AB} + l_{BC}) \\
- W_b \left( l_{AB} + \frac{l_{BC}}{2} \right) - W_{\text{motorC}} (l_{AB}) - W_a \left( \frac{l_{AB}}{2} \right) + M_A
\]

\[L = \frac{- W_c \left( l_{AB} + l_{BC} + \frac{l_{CD}}{2} \right) - W_{\text{motor}} (l_{AB} + l_{BC}) - W_b \left( l_{AB} + \frac{l_{BC}}{2} \right) - W_{\text{motorC}} (l_{AB}) - W_a \left( \frac{l_{AB}}{2} \right) + M_A}{(l_{AB} + l_{BC} + l_{CD})}
\]

Where

\( W_a \) (weight of the first link AB) = 0.05 Kg
\( W_b \) (weight of the second link BC) = 0.05 Kg
\( W_c \) (weight of the third link CD) = 0.095 Kg
\( W_{\text{motor}} \) (weight of the motor) = 0.063 Kg
\( l_{AB} \) (length of AB) = 0.24 m
\( l_{BC} \) (length of BC) = 0.24 m
\( l_{CD} \) (length of CD) = 0.01 m
\( M_A \) (torque of the motor) = 24 Kg.cm = 2.35 N.m

\( L \) (load) = 5.25 Kg
3.3 Controller design

The controller has been implemented on the IOIO board which contains PIC24FJ256. This microcontroller is the richest peripherals PIC controller, it has 24 PWM pin, 3 I²C communications and 16 analog inputs and a lot more.

The controller of this project is as shown in Figure 3.8. When the user move the phone model processing will calculate the angle of each joint, the angel value will be sent through Bluetooth communication to the microcontroller, the microcontroller transmitter (TX) the desired position of the serial driver which convert that Tx-UART data to signal line data, then sent it to the G15 servo motor. The G15 servo motor will respond to the received DATA and return another line of data which tells the system that position is determined.

![Figure 3.9: Controller design of the control mode.](image)

3.4 Monitor system design

One of the objectives of this project is to monitor and control the movement of the robot, the monitor system works as follows. When there is a force or trajectory movement in progress on the real model, the user won’t be able interfere the movement of the robot from the phone. Therefore, the phone model will be in monitor mode. There is a button provided to the user in order to stop any trajectory movement and make the phone model go to control mode.

The monitor system is shown in Figure 3.9, the user move the real model by force the potentiometer sense the angle of each joint and send it to the microcontroller, then the microcontroller sends the angle value to the phone model.
3.5 The phone model design

Processing was used to develop the phone model. Processing is an open source software for various applications, in this project Processing in android mode is used to create a game represents the real model. However, processing alone won’t be able to perform the task without the box2D library (physics engine). Box2D is a 2D rigid body simulation library for games used in games to make objects move in believable ways and make the game world more interactive. The procedure of making a game in Processing is as shown in Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.11: The flowchart of making the phone model
CHAPTER 4

RESULTS, ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter there are two tests to be carried out to analyse the developed system performance; analysis on payload, communication range and work envelop have been done.

4.1 Payload of the robot

By performing the sum of the moments around point A, Equation (3.4), since the $M_A$ is known the equation to calculate the maximum load became as in Equation (3.5). Based on the analysis and calculations have been done the maximum load of the robot arm is 5.25 Kg. It’s more than enough for feeding and some basic light duties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The load value</th>
<th>The state</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.6 Kg</td>
<td>Moving smoothly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 Kg</td>
<td>Moving smoothly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8 Kg</td>
<td>Moving smoothly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4 Kg</td>
<td>Moving slowly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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